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                                                        SOFT CORPORATE OFFER 
 
On behalf of our end Seller/Refinery, LL “Ginek-oil” is a full legal responsibility under penalty of 
perjury hereby issue this Soft Corporate Offer with given terms and conditions as stated in this 
offer to confirm our readiness and to execute a Sales and Purchase Agreement with the end buyer, 
with the ability to supply the following commodities according to the terms and conditions 
stipulated in this soft corporate offer. 
 
 
 
 
 
PRICE LIST & PRODUCT 
 
DIESEL GAS D2 OIL GOST 305DIESEL GAS D2 OIL GOST 305--82 82 
ORIGIN: RUSSIA 
LIFTABLE QUANTITY: 50,000MT 
MONTHLY: 200,000MT 
PRICE FOB: US $245 GROSS, US $235 NET PER MT 
COMMISSION: US $10 
SHARING: $5 ON THE SELLER SIDE AND US $5 ON THE BUYER SIDE. 
 
 
 
PRODUCT: LIGHT CYCLE OIL (LCO) 
ORIGIN: RUSSIA 
LIFTABLE QUANTITY: 50,000 MT 
MONTHLY: 100,000MT 
PRICE FOB: US $245 GROSS, US $235NET PER MT 
COMMISSION: US $10 
SHARING: $5 ON THE SELLER SIDE AND US $5 ON THE BUYER SIDE 
 
 
 
PRODUCT: LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS (LNG) 
ORIGIN: RUSSIA 



 
 

TRANSACTION PROCEDURE FOB ROTTERDAM /ALL RUSSIAN PORT 

1. Buyer issues ICPO and TSA to Seller with a copy of company certificate and passport page. 

2. Seller releases Commercial Invoice within 48 hours. 

3. Buyer signs the CI and return with NCNDA/IMFPA, then seller to verify buyer’s company and storage 
and after successful verification. Seller requests a 2days payment invoice from buyer for leasing the 
buyer’s tanks. 

4. Seller submits the following documents to the buyer before injection. 

A. Authorization to Sell and Collect (ATS & C) 

B. Certificate of Origin 

C. Statement of Product Availability 

D. Commitment to Supply 

E. Company Registration Certificate 

5. Buyer pays his tank farm and Seller then starts the injection immediately. (Note: Normally this whole 
process including DIP test by buyer if required should be completed by 6days.The injection time is 
expected to take approx.5 to 6 days. 

6. After a successful injection seller releases the following documents to the buyer. 

A Unconditional Dip test authorization (DTA) 

B、Q&Q analytical Report of buyer’s exact Quantity (fresh).This Q&Q analysis is done during injection 
into Buyers tanks by SGS. This will be a full report as provided by SGS. 

C Authorization to verify (A.T.V.） 

D Allocation License. 

E Title Owner ship Transfer Affidavit. 

F Tax Registration Certificate. 

7. The buyer has a choice to verify and accept the fresh SGS report provided by the seller under point 
6(B) above in which case the buyer will send a communication in writing stating that he. Accepts the 
same or can proceed to conduct a fresh SGS DIP test. This dip test by the buyer should be done within 
24 hours of the seller submitting their SGS report as per Point 6(B) above at the buyer’s cost and 
expenses. 



 
8. Once the Buyer verifies and accepts the Fresh SGS report submitted by the seller as mentioned above 
then the Buyer will make 100% payment via MT103/TT to seller for the full quantity of fuel within 48 
hours. The same applies if the buyer decides to conduct a fresh SGS dip test at his expenses as well. 

9. Once the 100% payment is received by Seller all intermediaries are paid. Seller and buyer signs an SPA 
for further contracts. And buyer establishes a revolving credit for each months/week’s Shipment. 
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